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Introduction
Play is an intrinsic induced activity, but can include a degree of extrinsic motivation, that
takes place on a voluntary basis and creates opportunities for social inclusion through
enjoyment and liberty in its temporary transformational nature. One of the challenging
aspect of play in the city and its relationship to the analysis can be found in the fact that
play can be a product of space as well as produce space (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 179).
Modern western orientated cities and their urban spaces are increasingly orchestrated
for consumption and therefore reduce the and trivialise the city by purpose (Sennett,
1990 ). Lefebvre saw that spaces are a mean of production and therefore can serve as
a mean of control, power and domination. He theorises on play and seeks to explain
modern life in cities through a conscious critique of the mainstream. The play concept
can be understood as an observable agent resisting political force in support of social
connections in public spaces. At the same time play is an optional activity and adds
another dimension to the quality to public space beyond the vague ambiguous concept
of amenity(Stevens, 2007). Whyte (1980) and Gehl (2013) pioneered the human centred
research on various aspects of everyday social life in public spaces, but play is one of
those aspects that receives to date limited academic attention. Play, as part of the human
culture, can be utilised as a device to analyse the quality of public spaces and thus the
of the whole city. Gehl classified play as one key criteria of public life, but did not
investigate its full potential indicating that there are more types of playful activities in cities.
One of the prominent researchers that builds definition of the city and play is Stevens
(2007). He developed the dialectic of play and the city. In addition to concepts developed
by Stevens this research is using Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space (1991a) as part of
the methodological approach. The conceptual triad of spaces will be explored through
play as a heuristic device revealing insights and tensions of public everyday life in cities.
This novel approach will be tested in streets spaces in a cross cultural context enabling
a second contribution to knowledge focusing on two mid- sized cities with evolving
identities.
This research project explores the following set of questions:
1.What undermines or encourages play in the street in relation to everyday life?
2. What is the perceived role of time during the temporary production of space
through play beyond the division between work and leisure?
3. How can the observer of play uncover, reveal optimal urban experiences and
conditions that inhibit citizen engagement in public life?
The inquiry into play in space includes research on object to subject and subject to
subject relationship in three phases. The first phase will investigate physical traces in the
streets, for example drawings on surfaces. The second phase will use observational
study of activity from an outsider perspective. The third phase includes semi-structured
interviews to gain further insights in relation to the experience.
This research intends to deepen the understanding on the role of intrinsic activities in
urban space as part of people’s everyday life in cities. By exploring the quality of street
spaces using the concept of play and to develop a method to explore ways that can
help urban designers to determine the role of play in street environments.
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Provisional title of research project
“Play in the city – an international exploration of the play experience in urban streets.”
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Literature review
City and everyday life
Sennett makes the critical remark in the context of modern western orientated cities,
that spaces are limited ‘to and carefully orchestrating consumption, like the shopping
mall, or spaces limited to and carefully orchestrating the experience of tourism. This
reduction and trivializing of the city as a stage of life is no accident.’ (1990 p. xii).
However, a growing number of cities aspire to offer a high level of liveability for all it’s
people, opportunities for encounter and possibilities to shape their environment in
various forms. The common ground is the public space in cities celebrating the diverse
and mixed spaces for pedestrians.
The study of public spaces has been in focus since the second half of the 20th century
and developed various research approaches to analyse and understand public spaces.
The theoretical context has been developed based on various observational studies
particularly focusing on everyday life. It could be argued that one of challenging aspects
of everyday life and public spaces is to better understand the role of play concept and
its relationship in space and time.
There are various approaches to analyse and understand public spaces using the
concept of play developed by Stevens (2007). Stevens adopts Marxist Henri Lefebvre,
Walter Benjamin and the Situationist International philosophical approach and creates a
framework to discuss the city from aspects of play. The philosophical framework offers
definitions of urbanism in the context of a wider critique of society as well as analysing
everyday life behaviours in public spaces. Stevens (2007) points out that Lefebvre
provides in the contemporary context a conscious critique of the mainstream aiming to
explain life in cities.
Lefebvre was one of the first to theorised on the dialectical relationships of social life in
cities, everyday life of individuals (Lefebvre, 1991a) and explicitly mentions the play
concept in his work. Play represents an escape of everyday life. Huizinga (1950)
described it as an activity in opposition of something and Caillois (1961) referred to play
as simulation creating an alternated reality to the everyday life. Play has a surreal
characteristic.
Lefebvre suggests ‘By abandoning the everyday in order to find the marvellous and the
surprising (at one and the same time immanent in the real and transcending it),
Surrealism rendered triviality unbearable.’(Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 29). Further he notes that
“surreal” activities are part of the everyday life by referring to them as leisure activities.
Stevens acknowledges that the relationship between play and city is a difficult one to
grasp, as it unites but also contradicts. This relationship can only be described as
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dialectical (Stevens, 2007, p. 29). Lefebvre sees the leisure activity as indistinguishable
from work (1991a, p. 30). For example, gardening could be perceived as work or as a
leisure activity as long it is voluntary and temporary. However, play itself is not work and
can be a temporary occurrence opposite from everyday life. Play has a surreal
dimension and creates an environment for leisure to occur even during work.
The contemporary neoliberal zeitgeist creates the imperative that leisure must produce
a break from work in the form of a distraction (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 33). Debord refers to
it as ‘liberation from work’ and points out that liberation through an increase in leisure
time is not enough liberation in itself (1994, p. 22). The division between work and
leisure in everyday life support the concept of separateness and alienation. However,
play provides the opportunity to bridge or blur these boundaries and support
opportunities to explore togetherness with people’s everyday life.
Lefebvre argues that the genuine sense of play in leisure through social gathering or
gardening (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 33) is equal to that in work, but not necessary
considered a distraction. However, Marx gave leisure a deep significance as the ‘true
realm of freedom, the development of human powers as an end in itself, begins beyond
it, through it can only flourish with this realm of necessity as its basis’ (Marx, 1981, p.
959). With this observation Marx lays the theoretical foundation for play as a necessity
in developing energies purely for the sake of it. In accordance with Lefebvre, the
ultimate cultivation of leisure activities creates a pathway back to feeling present,
bringing us closer to nature and a life stimulated by the senses (Lefebvre, 1991a, p.
41). In relation to the question “What is living?” - leisure activities mean for Lefebvre a
worthwhile need and fulfilment preventing us from alienation (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 42).
Play as an activity is associated with leisure and can take place in public spaces.
Spaces that are accessible by a wide range of people are providing an environment
where people socially connect. The Situationist’s with their concept of “unitary
urbanism” critiqued the separation of space for leisure in capitalist cities. The concepts
suggests that a space with no boundaries, a space of life itself as a realm of freedom
and leisure, should exist and dissolve the separation of work and leisure or public and
private (Debord 1996 p. 81-82 in: Stevens, 2007). Dissolving the boundaries allows for
a production of space that prevents alienation and enables spaces for social
interaction. Lefebvre explored these connections in his writings on the production of
spaces (1991b) and on concept of right to the city (1967). He developed the
conceptual triad of space, which can be used to understand spatial practices and
social interaction in urban everyday life (Lefebvre, 1991a, pp. 38-39). The right to the
city concept creates a platform to argue that playful activities, as an element of social
interaction, can be understood as a fundamental part of being human (Huizinga, 1950).
In the city context, Urban Designers such as Whyte (1980) or Gehl (1987) were
fascinated with how people spend time in public spaces, including street environments.
Gehl identified play as one of the criteria to better understand the quality of a space.
Play can only take place if the environmental conditions are right for optional activities
such as play to happen. During these moments of playful activity needs give way to
desire (Stevens, 2007, p. 213).
Lefebvre’s conceptual frameworks is useful to understand play in the context of
people’s everyday life in cities. The common ground in cities are public spaces where
play can be observed. Urban scholars such as Whyte and Gehl inform the foundations
for this research that shall provide further evidence on the understanding of everyday
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life in cities and spaces where optional activities and desire such as play tell something
about the dynamics of spaces and their perception as liveable or enjoyable. Therefore,
if a city is to be truly liveable, playful activities as a non- instrumental behaviour should
be able to be experienced in public spaces in cities.

Definition of Play
Woodyer (2012) argues that play has wrongly assumed to be an activity just for
children. She highlights that play offers a critical and ethical potential to generate a
consciousness calling for a broader conceptualisation of the phenomenon.
The common used definitions of the play concept draw on arguments in sociology,
anthropology, philosophy and environmental psychology. Huizinga’s (1950) work
entitled “Homo Ludens”, Sutton- Smith’s (1997) comprehensive work on the ambiguity
of play as well as Stevens’ (2007) work on the ludic city informed the conceptual
understanding and the definition for this thesis.
Play is a concept which traditionally does not lend itself to an easy and precise
definition. For the purpose of this thesis, play is defined as an intrinsic induced activity,
but can include a degree of extrinsic motivation, that takes place on a voluntary basis
and creates opportunities for social inclusion through enjoyment and liberty in its
temporary transformational nature.
Furthermore, play constitutes the acceptance of risk and can embrace attributes such
as spontaneity, curiosity, creative processes and purposeless can support this activity
as it is situated outside of the ordinary. This activity is necessary to the human identity
as an exploratory pursuit of enjoyment outside of social purpose.

Play behaviour
Caillois gave play different attributes including free, separate, uncertain, unproductive,
governed by rules and make believe (1961, pp. 9 -10). All those attributes are mutually
inclusive to the play definition of this thesis. Caillois classified play into four categories
(pp. 15- 20):
1. Agôn or competition found in games and gambling codes but unknown in
animal behaviours as it only seeks a brutal victory in combat rather than a
challenge of strength. Some of the activities related to agôn include collecting
things, races, board games, ground games, card games, sport, playing ball
games etc.
2. Alea or chance as it reveals an element of destiny. Alea rejects elements such as
skill, patience, qualification or experience. Alea and agôn are both examples of
the confusion of contemporary life. Elements of alea can include activities such
as bird watching, playing around with voice, loud laughter etc.
3. Mimicry or simulation is a way to escape the real world- a temporary activity that
creates an imaginary universe. It can be a complementary act in any form of play
unless alea is involved. Children can imitate adults and adults can engage in
theatric performances or carnivals. The joy in the activity lies in passing it onto
others. Mimicry includes for example listening to music, making art, reading/
writing, window shopping, festivals, gardening, modelling, construction, using
computer devices (virtual reality), celebrations, magic tricks, yoga or walking a
pet.
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4. Ilinx or vertigo a state of altering the perception of reality through running,
twisting, rotating, dancing, sliding, jumping etc.
These four categories are helpful categorise the observation of play in public spaces.

Play and the operationalisation in public spaces
In the context of urban spaces play will have the highest likelihood to be observed in
spaces that allow for social inclusion. Whyte (1980) and Gehl (1987) studied public
everyday life of people in cities and established criteria relevant socially inclusive
environments. Gehl developed 12 key criteria to assess public space qualities. He did
not clearly define play in his research, but associated play as a public space quality in
support of the argument, where play as an optional activity occurs public space have a
certain quality. He named the criteria “possibility for play/ unwinding” under the
category of enjoyment (Gehl et al., 2013, p. 106). Gehl considers activities such as
play, dance, music, theatre, soapbox speeches involving different age groups and
different people under this key criteria. All of them can embrace and meet attributes of
the play concept. However, at the same time these activities are also limited in relation
to the depth of what play can be. A comprehensive exploration of the full complexity of
play is missing and the production of space not fully understood as only the
observational dimension forms part of his research approach.

Play and public spaces
Stevens (2007) aimed to understand all types of uses in a city and explores, in “The
Ludic city”, the concept of play in the context of public spaces. He saw value in the
discourse as a much-needed counterpoint to the idea that the urban design discipline
is based on a vague, abstract and potentially ambiguous concept, that of amenity. Play
can resist and expands the understanding of aesthetic in a more experimental
incomplete sense where people can create an understanding of space through the
production of space. At the same time a product of play, based on a non- instrumental
behaviour, doesn’t necessarily need to deliver or produce amenity or aesthetic. From a
dynamic point of view it could be understood as a natural but essential “waste” of
energy. Lefebvre suggests that ‘energy must be wasted: and the explosive waste of
energy is indistinguishable from its productive use: beginning on the plane of animal life,
play, struggle...’ (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 177). The production, destruction, and
reproduction of space overlap and intersect in cities. This “waste” of energy is closely
linked to production, as long there is some change that can reach an effect in the
world. Further Lefebvre states ‘The concept of production is thus sharpened and
revived without becoming so broad as to lose all meaning: we see that a game may
qualify as a piece of work, or as a work in the strong sense of the word, while a space
designed for playful activity may legitimately be deemed a product in that it is the
outcome of an activity which regulates itself (lays down rules for itself) as it
unfold.’(Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 179).
Play can be a product as well produce space, which transcends us simultaneously into
different spaces as part of public everyday life. Therefore it can be a meaningful vehicle
in favour of Stevens’ (2007, p. 1) argument that one of the essential functions of urban
public spaces is to be a setting for informal, non-instrumental social interaction such as
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play. Ultimately play as an optional activity in public space could be recognised as a
“need” function in urban design.
According to Lefebvre people have the right to produce space through social
interaction as outlined in the concept of “rights to the city” (1996). However, cities
contain spaces that inhibit informal and non-instrumental social interaction. Experiences
in spaces of everyday life can be restricted and can prevent us from producing space
where we connect with other people.
Research by van Leeuwen and Westwood (2008, p. 154) found that the creative and
experimental elements of play can have a positive self-therapeutic consequence for
health- and well-being across all ages. From Silverstone’s perspective, in play we have
the license to explore ourselves and our society (Silverstone 1999, p. 64 in: van
Leeuwen & Westwood, 2008). Public spaces in cities are those spaces where we can
explore this and understand the society and play can be one of those agents.

Purpose of research
Aim
To gain a deeper understanding on the role of intrinsic activities in urban space as part
of people’s everyday life in cities. The aim is approached by exploring the quality of
street spaces using the concept of play and develop a method to explore ways that
can help urban designers to determine the role of play in street environments.
Research questions
1. What undermines or encourages play in the street in relation to everyday life?
2. What is the perceived role of time during the temporary production of space
through play beyond the division between work and leisure?
3. How can the observer of play uncover, reveal optimal urban experiences and
conditions that inhibit citizen engagement in public life?
Significance
There is a need for interdisciplinary research on play. Understanding why and how
spaces are produced through play as well as their relationship to everyday life and
temporality of that transformation. Woodyer (2012) suggest that there is a need to pay
more attention to play in the self and in space- time from a geographical perspective.
For her play has an ethical potential for people to become conscious and function as a
vehicle to cultivate ethical generosity. Cities contain the public spaces where this
cultivation of ethical generosity takes place.
The nature of this research project links research findings from fields including urban
design, sociology and environmental psychology and adds to research on play.
A contribution to knowledge will be made in two dimensions.
a) The proposed thesis builds on Steven’s work relating to the dialectical
relationship between play and the city. Stevens came to the conclusion that ‘Fun
follows form, fun follows function’ (2007, p. 196). However, his deployed case
study method investigates only the space of spatial practice (perceived space),
and does not interrogate Lefebvre’s full conceptual triad of space. Therefore,
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this thesis will attempt to explore the conceptual triad as part of the
methodology and novel approach exploring intrinsic activities in urban space as
part of people’s everyday life in cities.
b) The second advancement of knowledge is based on the distinction between
necessary and optional activities as well as leisure and work in different urban
street settings as we move towards designing better human scale streets.
Steven’s research observed play in several different settings. Gehl’s observational
research considered play, but did not narrow it down and explored the concept
in detail. By narrowing the scope of investigation to the streets only, a deeper
interrogation on the play experience in relation to space can take place. The data
derived from two street environments in different cultures will support a discussion
of the results in relation to the need for an urban form that favours an optimal
condition of optional activities such play in different settings. This can add to
Stevens’ and Gehl’s body of work and may lead research towards a new theory
through exploration of the dialectic.
c) Revealing knowledge about the time space correlation of production of space
through play in its transformative nature blurring the boundaries between the
division of leisure and work.

Research paradigm
The following section explains Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space and provides a
rational account of the proposed framework for the exploration of the play concept as
part of everyday life in cities. The section also outlines the theoretical basis in relation to
the research questions (White, 2009, p. 24).
Dilthey identified that the ‘most fundamental form of human experience to be lived
experience, first hand, primordial, unreflective experience.’ Through direct observation
activities in relation to an experience of human interaction with the physical environment
and other beings can be better understood. This observable activity is the consequence
of a process where people create their own world (Blaikie, 2007, p. 119). Clues of this
world can be expressed in gestures, facial expression, informal rules of behaviour, works
of art, buildings, tools, literature, poetry, drama, laws and social institutions. An
objectification of everyday life occurs through our thoughts, actions, leading to impacts
on the physical environment. Giddens suggest that is not necessarily to become fully
immersed in a situation, but it is important to learn about the ways of life and take part in
them to a degree (Giddens cited in Blaikie, 2007, p.96). Lefebvre’s concept the
“production of space” lends itself as the vehicle to gain conclusive data and insights of
the lived, perceived and conceived space.
Lefebvre (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 38) established a connection between the meaning of
space, the social production of these spaces and specific manifestation of material
environments that were already constituted. The conceptual triad includes the
representation of space, representational (conceived) space and the spatial practice
(perceived) space.
The representation of space, also referred to as lived space, is the way we understand
the material space with our own history and imagination. Certain codes for example
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names or stories reveal something about them. This space can subsume both other
spaces (Balivé, 2011). The representational space also known as the conceived space
‘overlays physical space making symbolic use of its objects.’ (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 39).
The spatial practice, also known as perceived space, includes the material forms and
objects in space, where everyday life happens. This space is the most tangible one to
observe. All three spaces sometimes clash and interact in different way with each
other. The spatial practice can disrupt the abstract representation of space and asserts
spaces of representation (Barron, 2016, p. 3). Lefebvre saw that spaces are a mean of
production and therefore can serve as a mean of control, power and domination.
However, he also acknowledges that the ‘social and political forces seek, but fail, to
master it completely; the very agency that has forced spatial reality towards a sort of
uncontrollable autonomy now strives to run it into the ground, then shackle and
enslaves it.’ (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 26). Play can be understood as the observable agent
resisting political forces.
This thesis explores through play the conceptual triad dynamics, forces and tensions of
spaces in cities. The following figure 1 outlines the interconnection of the triad of
spaces in relation to human subject- object relationship.
By building and integrating the conceptual triad of space, data deriving from all three
spaces, the perceived, conceived and lived space, may reveal insights into the
dynamics and tensions of space as well as the role of objects through the lens of play.

Play

Perceived
space

Lived
space

Researcher
Perceived space:
material dimension of
space (form and
objects) à space where
everyday life happens.

Lived space:
emotional experiences of
space that is the realm of
memory, imagination, and
personal history, also called
spaces of representation

Conceived
space

Conceived space:
abstract, theoretical, cognitive
understandings of space, and
its representations in the fields
and discourses of spatial
professionals

Figure 1: Lefebvre’s triad of space and the environmental affordance (Source: own
illustration based on Lefebvre (1991b))
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Methodology, methods and process
In order to answer the research questions this thesis takes a case study approach. The
overall research design methodology is based on Yin (2009) work on case study
research as a legitimate tool in its own right. Based on Yin’s case study approach for
social research a method has been developed, that will put his conceptual framework
into operation by using play as a heuristic device to capture qualities of space. A novel
methodological approach will be developed and empirically operationalised to explore
intrinsic activities in urban space as part of people’s everyday life in cities. Yin suggest
several options including a single case study approach or a multiple case study
approach, that is commonly comprised of six to eight cases. A benefit of a multiple
case study is the comparability between the different cases, but the volume of data
generated through a multiple case study approach may be difficult to handle. In a
multiple case study approach each case is considered a study by itself. Yin highlights
that one does not seek replication, contrasting situations can more easily analysed.
A single revelatory case study approach offers the option to study a single case in
depth, but receives the general critique that, due to its uniqueness, it is not ideal for
empirical studies. On the other hand if the case study is unique it might offer the
opportunity to revel something that remains hidden in the ordinary cases (Flyvbjerg,
2006). However, this weakness has been reduced by introducing several units to the
overall case (Yin, 2009, p. 48 f.).
Figure 2 illustrates the case study approach linking the set of research questions with
the case study, proposed method mix and process of analysis and results.
1.What undermines or encourages play in the street in relation to everyday life?
2. What is the perceived role of time during the temporary production of space through play beyond the division between
work and leisure?
3. How can the observer of play uncover, reveal optimal urban experiences and conditions that inhibit citizen engagement in
public life?

Inquiry with a single case study approach on play (revelatory)
Context (theoretical)
Embedded Unit (Potsdam,
Germany)

Embedded Unit (Canberra,
Australia)

subunit (street environment)

subunit (street environment)

Subunit:
pedestrian zone/ shared space

Unit (Cities)

Subunit:
pedestrian zone/ shared space

Case design methods:
Direct Observation (outsider)
Interview (insider)
Documentation (drawings, imagery
including video)

Analysis (Findings),
Refection on
methodology,
Discussion on results

New
theory
(optional)

Figure 2: case design approach for play in cities (Source: own illustration adapted from
Yin 2009)
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In theory, play can be observed everywhere, but cities with their accumulation of
resources offer the opportunity to observe a diverse range and higher quantity of
everyday life activities. The urban street offers permissive and promiscuous qualities.
They also a degree of freedom in movement that is associated with rule-bending and
rule breaking of play. Unexpected entertainment in streets can change people’s mood
or feelings towards a more relaxed interaction among each other (Stevens, 2007, p.
63). Gehl’s (1987, p. 182) research confirmed that in the 1980’s play and other “stay”
activities made up just a small proportion of the number of street activities, however
they claimed over 90% of time people spent in streets. Play offered the longest average
time spent in these spaces.
People play mostly on streets that are friendly to pedestrians. These spaces offer
conditions that support a range of play activities (Stevens, 2007, p. 72). Higher volumes
of people walking as well as the proportional ratio between the number of people and
the range of stimulations are just some of the conditional factors. The observational
research methods on play will be deployed in a street environment that is not
deliberately designed for play and where people in high quantities are encouraged to
populate the space. On the one hand this will provide opportunities to undertake a
thick description of a wide range of play activities and on the other hand interrogating
spaces that are purposeful designed for play would compromise the reliability of data.
In order to understand the tension between the production and consumption of space
it is desirable to have an environment that includes commercial activities depending on
the access, but the street itself needs to be quiet, comfortable and conveniently
accessible from pedestrian paths in surrounding areas as indicated by Alexander,
Ishikawa, and Silverstein (1977). The researcher will pilot the methodology in three
different street spaces including paths on streets, edges, nodes (Lynch, 1960, p. 46 ff.)
where pedestrian zone and shared space meet. The outcomes of the pilot will inform
the preference to gain reliable data in comparable environmental conditions in a
different city.
The thesis hypothesises that the street in distinct different cultures, can reveal the
empirical depth required to validate the data in a cultural context in line with Yin’s case
study approach. The case definition of play remains consistently applicable to all
embedded units and subunits. One must also remain conscious that the research
question “What undermines or encourages play in public spaces in the street in relation
to everyday life?” may not be able to sufficiently answered by exploring a single
situation in a single city of one culture only. Stevens suggests that each city offers
different characteristics. These characteristics are climate, topography and materials.
The accumulation of them account for a built form, which retains an historical depth of
social relations and patters that enable social meaning that changes over time and is
based on these behavior patterns (Stevens, 2007, p. 13).
Considering the criteria mentioned above the following aspects were identified to avoid
a random choice for the units. However, still many cities meet these criteria alone for
example in Germany this includes cities such as Kassel, Leipzig, Freiburg, Hamburg or
Potsdam. Given that the play concept is linked to cultural attributes, the researcher
choses to take advantage of the lived experience, everyday life and understanding of
cultural codes by interrogating Potsdam in Germany and Canberra in Australia.
Both nominated embedded units have distinct culturally difference in their settings. This
will be useful to better understand the unitary potential of play and its role of an urban
11

experience. This thesis explores the concept of play as selected cities are not major
global cities.
Two mid-sized cities that currently evolving towards a recognised identity will be
interrogated.
Both cities are of political relevance and function as administrative and cultural centres
in their region. Canberra is the national and territory capital of Australia and Potsdam is
the state capital of Brandenburg, Germany.
Each of these cities is in the process of developing an identity, with similarities in
relation to their strategic visions. The Statement of Planning Intend of the ACT
Government in Australia strives towards sustainable, compact and liveable
neighbourhoods, higher quality public spaces and streets through place-making as well
as an outcome focused planning system to reward design excellence and innovation
(ACT Government, 2015). The Leitbild Potsdam outlines their aspiration of a city for all,
an innovative city, a knowledge city, a growing city, a lively city and a productive city
(Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2016). Both cities acknowledge the importance of their
people and strive towards innovation in their approaches. The public space receives for
both strategic documents a vital role in delivering and implementing their respected
visions. For Potsdam, it is essential that the city offers a quality of urban environments
that fosters the well-being of all where people can feel safe and protected1. Space for
activity and movement for all residents in leisure, amateur or sport activity is important
to unfold and recreate2. Potsdam perceives itself as a city of cultures, a place where
culture can be expressed on a broad range of different places and spaces. The city
wishes to foster this creativity and it tensions provided new impulses for cultural
exchange across all ages3.
Canberra wishes to achieve a high quality public realm including streets as an essential
part of the quality of life in a more compact environment. The strategy highlights the
role of place-making and the art of creating public spaces of the soul helping the
people to connect to each other (ACT Government, 2015, p. 6). The city is open to
support alternative delivery models and to include all generations in place making
projects.
In relation to the urban morphology and street space Potsdam offers a network of
pedestrian spaces with a high level of connectivity and mixed uses, including
commercial activity, in the urban core and meets the criteria in the heart of the city.
Despite of some spatial challenges including a lack of genuine mixed uses, the city
centre of Canberra has a well- connected pedestrian and shared spaces embedded in
a commercial urban core. Both city centre’s offer similar street compositions within
walking distance. Streets with slow moving vehicles, meet shared spaces and
pedestrian zones. Canberra, around Garema Place/ Bunda street, as well as Potsdam,
around Brandenburger Strasse, provide conducive research settings in relation to a mix
of paths, edges and nodes. The aim of the pilot phase is to test these three different
1

Oniginal wording: ‘Die Qualität der städtischen Umwelt beeinflusst das menschliche Wohlbefinden. Die Vermeidung schädlicher
Emissionen spielt dafür eine Rolle wie ein sauberer und gepflegter öffentlicher Raum. Alle Menschen können sich in der
Öffentlichkeit sicher und beschützt fühlen.’ (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2016, p. 11)
2
Original wording: ‘Sport ist ein Stück Lebensqualität – er trägt zur Identifikation der Bürgerinnen und Bürger bei. Viele
Potsdamerinnen und Potsdamer sind in Freizeit-, Amateur- oder Spitzensport aktiv….vergügt Potsdam über ein breites Angebot an
Gelegenheiten zur sportlicher Entfaltung und Erholung.’ (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam. 2016, p. 12)
3
Original wording: ‘Kultur findet in der Landeshauptstadt an den unterschiedlichsten Orten und Räumen statt... Potsdam schätzt
und fördert diese Kreativität…Die daraus resultierende Spannungen sorgen fortwährend für neue Impulse.’ (Landeshauptstadt
Potsdam, 2016, p.11)
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street environments in relation to play activities. The space that offers the most reliable
data will become the preferred location for data collection as part of the observational
fieldwork component. Figure 3 (Canberra) and 4 (Potsdam) show both conditions at a
glance. Three similar spots have been classified as suitable for comparison in both
cities. The pilot will take place in Canberra.
N

Title: Canberra City Centre
Legend
Street with slow moving vehicles
Shared space
Pedestrian zone
Pilot spots

Scale: unknown
Source: own illustration
Date: 15th February 2017
Place: Canberra, Australia

Figure 3: Canberra City Centre and street morphology (Source: own illustration)
N

Title: Potsdam City Centre
Legend
Street with slow moving vehicles
Shared space
Pedestrian zone
Pilot spots

Scale: unknown
Source: own illustration
Date: 15th February 2017
Place: Canberra, Australia

Figure 4: Potsdam City Centre and street morphology (Source: own illustration)
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At the same time the research project may require a high amount of time for the
observational study. Each street will be subject to the same methodological approach,
require observation of play activities for at least 10-15 days (including weekends) in street
environments within the identified unit as suggested by Matisziw (2016, p. 31). Matisziw’s
research focus was on physical activity with a quantitative research approach and
therefore shall be used as reference point of this research project. The process involves
multiple phases of data collection and will be able to provide a greater breadth of
perspectives around the applied lens of playful behaviour. Based on the awareness of
having to deal either with a large quantity or a weak dataset for empirical study, this thesis
has been reduced to only two units and been designed in a way that it offers the benefit
of cultural validation.

Precondition analysis
The pre-conditional analysis will commence with a discourse analysis of strategic policies
relating to public spaces of each city. This is an essential part to gain a better
understanding of the conceived space from an abstract understanding of space.
The preliminary site inspection will verify suitability for research based on the local
conditions. The selection of hotspots and vantage points will be selected based on the
four minute walk method (Bosselmann, 1998), that refers to a walking catchment that
and be easily reached by walking.
Validation: An integrated part of the methodology is the verification of procedures with
tests of validity and its reliability of the associated findings.
The data collection shall comply with the following rules (Kleining & Witt, 2000):
• The research person should be open to new concepts and change his/her
preconceptions if the data are not in agreement with them.
• The topic of research is preliminary and may change during the research process.
• Data should be collected under the paradigm of maximum structural variation of
perspectives.
• The analysis is directed toward discovery of similarities.
The observations are based on Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of the production/
construction of space in the context of play (Barron, 2016):
• Perceived space (physical and material dimension of space);
• Conceived space (ideality, theoretical, cognitive understanding of space);
• Lived space (emotional experience of space, personal history, memory).
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Play in cities

Urban space
(street, square)

Perceived space
(material dimension of space)

Direct Observation,
Documentation,
Physical artefact,
Photo,
Video

Conceived space
(abstract, theoretical, cognitive
understandings of space)

Maps,
Drawings,
Interview with ‘experts’, or
Discourse analysis of strategic policies
relating to public space

Lived space
(emotional experiences of space that
are the realm of memory, imagination,
and personal history)

Mind maps,
Historical records/ documents with
symbolic nature relating to these
spaces,
Interviews (notes or recordings),

Preferred method mix

Direct observation,
Video, Photo (artefacts and play
activity),
Mapping,
Documentation,
Interview (notes or recordings),

Figure 5: Method selection matrix (Source: own illustration)
Each direct observation is based on the same design method and will be deployed at
each unit and subunit. Accessible street spaces for everyday life are targeted. Figure 5
shows a matrix that has been applied to identify and filter the most appropriate methods.
Figure 6 provides an overview of how the conceived, perceived and lived space come
together as part of the analysis. A discourse analysis will provide the framework for the
conceived space based on strategic policies applicable to public spaces in each city as
a representation the abstract understanding of space related professionals. An analysis
of the built form and environmental conditions of both streets during the time of
investigation will include information of the visual audit including weather conditions,
noise level, spatial dynamics of each street. A blue print will highlight information of
different traces of play through images and drawings from the first phase.
The analysis of the perceived space will be based on the data collected through the
observational study of play in the area will inform reveal the dynamics between the
conceived and perceived space.
Information about the lived space will come out of the interview component with people
on the street and will be cross referenced to both other spaces. Once competed all
three dimensions will be interrogated towards their internal dynamics. A separate
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analysis of the cultural differences in all three dimension will validate play in street
spaces.
Potsdam, Germany

Canberra, Australia

Discourse analysis
policies relation to
public space, spatial
dynamics of street,

Conceived space: phase 1

Drawings and maps
(built form, urban landscape),
pictures of artefacts

Analysis
cultural differences

Discourse analysis
policies relation to
public space, spatial
dynamics of street

Drawings and maps
(built form, urban landscape),
pictures of artefacts
Dynamics

Dynamics
Perceived space: phase 2

Play activity
observation and images,
notes

Dynamics
Lived space: phase 3

Interviews

Play activity
observation and images, notes
Dynamics
Interviews

Figure 6: Analysis of operationalised processes in relation to the conceptual triad and
methods (Source: own illustration)

Conceived space: phase 1
Selection is based on opportunity to find artefacts, props of playful activity in the urban
street environment.
Method: Physical traces (artefacts) provide valuable insights at the beginning of the case
study field work. The method shall be used to find provocative object images, that are
unobtrusive, easy to use and deal with long lasting impacts of the phenomena.
Instruments: photography, video, drawing and diary.
Justification: The first method will be the observation of physical traces in order to harvest
imaginative elements in an unobtrusive manner (Zeisel J., 1984). Traces are by- products
of uses, about what people do in spaces. Props include for example benches, water
fountains, stairs, small walls that may assist as starting points for observation in phase
2.
After each physical trace exercise, questions about the cause, the creator and analysis
that led up to the activity may emerge. Another benefit of physical traces is that they are
sometimes durable and do not quickly disappear, making it easier to come back again
and revisit certain traces.
Also it is an inexpensive method to gain information.

Perceived space: phase 2
The second method will be observation of play behaviour with a dynamic process
approach. The phenomena will be tested in the natural context against the underlying
objectives from several vantage points. The specific location of observation is consciously
16

left open and will undergo field testing. Subject to testing will be from an outsider
perspective. Prior to undertaking this type of observation, the participants will be
approached and asked for informed consent. If consent is given this research project will
capture and include their lived experience.
Method: Direct observation and behaviour mapping allow data collection of physical
behaviour of human activity and the relationship that sustained them. Hall (1966)
described in his book “The hidden dimension” descriptions of how people behave in
public spaces. By focusing on the natural setting, he found the importance of
communication hidden in the spatial dimension.
Instruments: video, diary, drawings.
Justification: Observation is both empathic and direct. It deals with dynamic objects and
allows observation to be variably regarding the level of intrusion (Zeisel J., 1984, pp. 111116). It is anticipated to gain insights by exploring the behaviour on the subject matter
suitable to the local conditions. A pre-coded matrix based on classification of play
behaviours will be used to make findings more easily transferable and conclusive. The
level of structural data variation will include information before, past and present, before
and after its occurrence, different situations, from different respondents, if possible from
different times and cultures (Kleining & Witt, 2000).

Lived space: phase 3
The third method aims to gain further insights in relation to the degree of quality
experience and lived space through expert sampling as a purposive sampling
technique. The selection of interviewees or experts is based on the observation of a
high level of playfulness in the participant at the time of observation. This qualifies the
participant to become a person with special expertise sharing valuable insights as a
cornerstone of this project.
Method: Semi-structured interviews will allow this research project to gain valuable insight
into the lived experiences of the participant and access information from their own
memory. The interviews will have three themes, based on the research questions. The
first theme will evolve around positive and negative aspects of the space. The second
theme will deal with perception of time when engaging in a “fun” experience and the role
as part of everyday life. The third theme will evolve around attributes could get
participants more often engaged in activities in these spaces.
Instrument: Documentation, video recording.
Justification: The maximum level of intrusion into the everyday lived experience of the
experts is through a short unstructured interview. Why semi- structured? Play can occur
in various forms and varieties. By confronting the interviewee with a fully structured or
unstructured questions the flow of playfulness may end up either be perceived as
unnatural. In the case of unstructured interviews the interviewee may drift off topic.
However, the research project aims to capture the essence of the pure ontological state
of the participants who engaged in playful activity as well as their spontaneous reaction
towards perception of space production and context in time.
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Ethics
The Ethics Committee of the University of Canberra granted approval on the 20th July
2016 under the number 16-142 until 19 July 2019.
Children are not targeted, nor will be engaged. The cultural familiarity is given, based on
previous work experience in the selected countries. Cultural sensitivities will be raised
and addressed with partner institution prior to fieldwork. The level of study envisaged
does not reach into dedicated playgrounds or sport fields as observation will take place
in street environments only. To ensure best outcomes for this research the opportunity
to be accompanied throughout the fieldwork whenever possible is welcomed.
In order to mitigate the risk, the research activity would remain in the public realm at all
times in spaces with high visitor frequency.
Signs: Posters in the respected language indicating a research investigation will be
publicly displayed. The signs only indicated that there is an observational research project
is in process. Please note that the signs purposeful do not show the type of behaviour
subject to observation as this may generate a bias towards playful behaviour in the
observed people.
Information flyer: Information flyer in the respected languages will be available at all times
during the observation, so that curious people can obtain further details about this
research project.
Consent form: A short consent form will be handed out to the approached individual or
group. This form will be translated in different languages and available in sufficient
quantities during the fieldwork.
Level of engagement: In case there will be an opportunity to be invited in a playful activity,
feelings of the experience and space in a self-reflective manner will be captured. This will
also become a form of this data.
The interviewee will remain anonym at all times, unless expressed otherwise. After or
during each interview it must be ensured that the interviewee will have an opportunity to
choose his or her level of participation in this research project.
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Timeline
The research timeline has been developed on a best case and full time engagement
model (figure 7). Milestones and report deadlines have been included.
Year 1 2016
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Getting Started

May
Jun
Research Introduction

Jul

Aug

Course work

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Confirmation

Hols

Proposal

Analysis
Lit. review

Annual Review

Ethics

Writing

Year 2 2017
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Fieldwork Canberra

May

Jun

Jul

Aug
Hols

Fieldwork Germany

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

conference

Analysis
Assessors response

Thesis writing

Writing

Annual Review

Year 3 2018
Jan

Feb

Thesis

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Editing

Oct

Nov

Dec

Hols
Final Revisions

Writing

Submit!

Source: own illustration
Based on year full time model (timeline would double in part time scenario)

Figure 7: Timeline PhD research project (Source: own illustration)

Proposed thesis structure
The proposed thesis will be delivered in a traditional thesis format, based on a
structural model as outlined in figure 8. After the introduction and background
information, definitions will be established and classification on play. The literature
review will inform the development of the theoretical foundation of the research project.
The methodology chapter will form one of the important parts of this projects as it
directly links to the epistemological contribution of this research project. A discourse
analysis will lay the foundation for the case study and the selected units and subunits.
The analysis chapter will discuss the date collected in relation to the conceptual triad of
space, compare and validate results.
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The results itself will be subject to critical reflection considering the appropriateness of
play as a heuristic device and the usefulness of such methodology. The conclusion
chapter will summarise the case study in relation to the overall aim and objectives of
this research project. The potential to contribute or even generate a new theory
remains open.
Play in the city
Introduction, Background Information, Definition, Classification
Literature review
Play, City, Space, Place

Methodology
Methods that enable a better understanding of the dialectic on
perception/ experience of everyday life spaces/ places

Rationale and approach to case study
Discourse analysis on cities as Unit & Subunit

Analysis, Discussion of results, Reflection on Methodology
Conclusion/ theory

Figure 8: Thesis structure (Source: own illustration)
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